Landings Roads Details
The roads committee submitted a meticulous report to the LMA designed to make future planning of road
repairs, and road resurfacing much easier. As published earlier the LMA has an overall plan to not do short
segments of road each year but to periodically do up to half of the roads at one time to take advantage of
economies of scale. To that end it was necessary to survey and catalog all of the Landings roads. Over the years
the estimate has been about 7 miles of roads are included in The Landings community.
The new report was researched, walked, and measured by four intrepid hiker volunteers: Ron DeAnna, Henry
Rhodes, Jack Jost, and Richard Ashwick.
Their ultimate calculation is Landings roads reveals there are 6.2364 total miles, or 89,374 yd.². The square
yardage is important because it is the base for calculating the cost of repaving.
Estimates today for repaving that amount of roadway run between $6.50 and $8.50 per square yard. Average,
the total cost at today's rates, and in today's dollars would be about $674,000 to repave 100% of Landings
roadways. Such an estimate does not include unusual items like curb way, drainage access, concrete drainage
down the center of some roads and other unusual circumstances. The estimate also does not include any
driveways, or parking areas attributed specifically to certain condominium associations. It is been suggested
however that as an area is being done it might be to the financial advantage of a condominium Association to
have the work done at the same time at its own expense.
When plans are in place for which portions to do which years it will of course be publicized well in advance
so associations and property owners can plan appropriately.
The Earlier plan, detailing specific dates for specific short stretches of Landings roads has been
dumped. When dates are established for a specific set of roads those dates will be posted here..
The entire report follows.

